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SAP Cloud Platform’s strategy will transform to deliver a unique business technology platform, providing
customers the business services needed to solve their business problems efficiently. With a strong
foundation of decades of business process knowledge and excellence, SAP wants to strategically invest in
areas which differentiate us, such as business services, and move away from providing standard, commodity
technical services where hyperscalers are already market-leaders.
As a first step towards this strategic goal, we will retire the SAP ‘managed’ open-source backing services
offerings – PostgreSQL, MongoDB, Redis and RabbitMQ, from SAP Cloud Platform. Going forward the
platform will provide managed backing services like PostgreSQL & Redis which will be based on respective
hyperscaler operated offerings. This in turn will help customers leverage hyperscaler technology innovations
within their SAP landscapes, without having new relationships built with the hyperscale providers.
GLOSSARY
Term

Definition

SAP Cloud Platform

SAP Cloud Platform is the agile platform-as-a-service (PaaS) for digital
transformation, with comprehensive application development services and
capabilities that allows businesses to collect, manage, analyze and leverage
information of all types, to extend and connect to business systems, and to
innovate new edge scenarios to allow the business to continuously adapt and
advance. Customers and partners will be able to explore and consume
eligible SAP Cloud Platform services using subscriptions or cloud credits.

SAP Managed
backing services

Refers to the 4 open-source service offerings – PostgreSQL, MongoDB,
Redis and RabbitMQ made available on SAP Cloud Platform as ‘managed’
database-as-a-services i.e. SAP handles the management of database
instances like

Hyperscalers

Refers to massive companies like Google, Microsoft, and Amazon that are
making efforts to not only dominate the public cloud and cloud services
industries, but to expand their business into numerous related vertical –
definition by www.digitalreality.com

CPEA

Consumption-based commercial model which was launched at FKOM 2018.
The Order Form for the customer to get access to this commercial model is
called CPEA.

Consumption-based
model

A consumption-based commercial model relies on the fundamental
philosophy that customers pay according to the amounts of services that they
use or consume. This is one of several prominent pricing models in cloud
computing services and other types of IT vendor services.

Global Account

Global accounts are hosted environments that represent the scope of the
functionality and the level of support. Global accounts can contain one or
more sub accounts. A GA is also a commercial representation of a
customer’s contract with SAP.

Sub account a.k.a.
Subaccount

Subaccounts that allow you to deploy applications, use services, and
manage subscriptions on SAP Cloud Platform

RETIREMENT OF SAP ‘MANAGED’ BACKING SERVICES
When will the SAP ‘managed’ backing services be retired from the SAP Cloud Platform?
The SAP ‘managed’ offerings for PostgreSQL, Redis and RabbitMQ are scheduled to be retired for new
contracts as of June 30th, 2020.
The MongoDB service has already been retired for new contracts since January 15th, 2020.
What is the significance of the retirement dates mentioned above?
No new subscription contracts can be created and no new CPEA contracts will include entitlements for the
four SAP managed backing services starting July 1st, 2020.
Will the SAP managed services be retired for all providers & data centers – AWS, Azure, GCP?
Yes.
How does this retirement affect existing customer contracts?
All customers who have existing contracts (subscription or CPEA) which include these services will continue
to be fully supported until the end of contract period.
If existing subscription customers have unused quota/entitlements for these services, can they still
be used post July 2020?
Yes. There will be no restrictions for customers to use already purchased entitlements.
My current subscription contract includes one of the four backing services and is up for renewal.
What is the recommended approach for renewal?
Kindly reach out to your SAP Account Executive or Customer Engagement Executive for renewals.
My current subscription contract includes one of the four backing services. I want to buy additional
quota/entitlement for one of the four backing services. What is the recommended approach for the
same?
Upsells of ‘managed’ services to existing contracts will be possible.
Note: Upsells do not affect the contract end dates. Kindly reach out to your SAP Account Executive or
Customer Engagement Executive.
Please check out the SAP Store for Low/No touch procurement (for Upsells only) starting July 2020.
Will the SAP ‘managed’ service plans – ‘dev’ plans also be removed from SAP Cloud Platform trial?
Yes, any new trial account created starting July 15th, 2019 will not have the ‘dev’ plans of the four backing
services. If your trial account was created before July 15th, then the ‘dev’ plans will be available for the next
90 days (including the 2-time extension period of 30 days each).
Will the SAP ‘managed’ services be removed from the partner pricelists?
Yes, the services will also be retired from all Partner pricelists starting Q3/2019 (July 15th).
Will ‘managed’ services have any replacements or alternatives?
Yes. PostgreSQL & Redis services will be made available as managed services based on hyperscaler
offerings in Q3/2020. More details in the next section.

As MongoDB service has been retired from the platform, what will be the recommended alternative
for NoSQL document storage requirements?
SAP recommends evaluating if SAP HANA database or PostgreSQL service would fit your JSON document
storage requirements. If this is the case, then please reach out to your Account Executive (AE)/Customer
Engagement Executive (CEE) to include the service into your contract.
If for any reason (technical/commercial), these do not work, then it is recommended to evaluate alternative
hyperscaler offerings.
What will be the recommended alternative for RabbitMQ/message broker requirements?
More details on the recommended alternative will be shared soon.
Will SAP provide a migration tool to help customers move from SAP managed offerings to
hyperscaler offerings?
SAP plans to support migration to move from the current SAP ‘managed’ PostgreSQL to the new managed
hyperscaler PostgreSQL in the coming days. A similar support for Redis, hyperscaler option is not planned.
BACKING SERVICES - HYPERSCALER STRATEGY & BYOA
What is the reason for going towards hyperscalers for backing services?
SAP Cloud Platform has been built on the principles of ‘openness’ and providing ‘freedom of choice’ to
customers. SAP wants to strategically invest in areas which differentiate us, such as business services.
Meanwhile, hyperscalers are investing heavily on bringing technology innovations and open-source
technologies to their portfolio. We will whitelist a few hyperscaler offerings on the platform and provide them
as managed backing services. Open source databases PostgreSQL & Redis will be provided in this model
starting Q3/2020.
How can I consume other native hyperscaler services on SAP Cloud Platform?
Native hyperscaler services can be consumed on SAP Cloud Platform by using the UPS (User Provided
Services) approach or by using the native open source brokers provided by hyper-scalers like AWS, Azure,
GCP.
What would happen to the BYOA approach for hyperscaler PostgreSQL service consumption?
Support for the BYOA approach for hyperscaler PostgreSQL consumption will be removed in the next few
months. We will reach out to the customers using this approach and guide them on the way forward.
The new managed hyperscaler PostgreSQL will be the recommended approach going forward.
How about the trial experience for the BYOA approach of consuming hyperscaler services? Will this
also be removed?
Yes. The main objective of a platform trial is to provide a taste of what customers can expect when they go
productive on SAP Cloud Platform. Hence, the same BYOA approach will also be removed from the trial.
MANAGED HYPERSCALER BACKING SERVICES
COMING SOON…
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